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A) There was no voting; Louis XVIII’s reign
was absolute.

B) Voting was restricted to only the most elite
groups within the old aristocracy.

C) Many groups were somehow involved
with voting, but voting was still kept to
less than one percent of the population.

D) Anyone who passed a small property
qualification was allowed to vote in
legislative elections.

E) Suffrage was universal among white males
who were citizens of France.

1. Under France’s constitution of 1814, who was
granted the right to vote?

A) France B) Prussia
C) Russia D) Austria
E) Spain

2. The most liberal state in continental Europe after
the fall of Napoleon was

A) participation in the Crimean War
B) suppression of revolution in Spain
C) opposition to the Greek Revolution
D) colonization of Algeria
E) raising of tariffs and ending of trade with

England

3. France’s post-Napoleon reactionism was most
clearly demonstrated with it's

A) initially tried to satisfy the liberal
elements in France, but over time grew
more reactionary.

B) focused on rebuilding the lost empire of
Napoleon, not on the continent, but in the
empire.

C) reign was mostly occupied with the task of
getting France out of the great debt
Napoleon had accumulated.

D) raised a large military to take on colonial
wars like his Bourbon predecessors.

E) was known for his patronage of arts and
literature rather than his political successes.

4. Which of the following statements best describe
the reign of Louis XVIII in France after the fall
of Napoleon? Louis'

A) became a major continental military power
B) was initially more liberal, but then

became more reactionary
C) began a great colonial empire
D) renounced its American colonies
E) saw the growth of more industrial growth in

metallurgy

5. In the first years after the fall of Napoleon,
France

A) Napoleon’s slaughtering of royalists in
France during the Hundred Days

B) the killing of thousands of soldiers by the
English and Prussians after defeat at
Waterloo

C) Louis XVIII’s murder of hundreds of nobles
who had claims to the throne

D) the butchering of thousands of
revolutionaries by royalist mobs

E) the slaying of hundreds of royalists by urban
revolutionaries

6. The “White Terror” in France in 1815 was

A) were reactionary laws passed by the Tory
government

B) were laws designed to prevail over
Napoleon's continental system

C) were passed to keep its colonials from
declaring independence

D) were created to keep the peasants from
revolting

E) were written to satisfy the growing
bourgeoisie

7. The changes in the Corn Laws and the Six Acts
passed in Great Britain in the early nineteenth
century



A) extracting more money from Britain's
colonies

B) adding to the profits of the aristocracy at
the expense of the peasants

C) preventing Napoleon from reentering the
European continent

D) propelling the industrial revolution within
Britain

E) ensuring that Britain dominated trade with
other European nations

8. The Corn Laws of 1815 which raised the prices
for bread and wheat were passed with the
intention of

A) peasants B) bourgeoisie
C) city dwellers D) factory workers
E) aristocracy

9. Lower bread and wheat prices were desirable to
everyone in nineteenth century England EXCEPT

A) helped propel the industrial revolution in
England

B) kept the bourgeoisie from profiting
C) raised the prices of bread and wheat
D) reformed the Corn Laws to help the

peasants
E) were unable to achieve any real reform

10. Changes in the Corn Laws passed by Parliament
in the early 19th century

A) It decided to implement voting reform
giving peasants their vote.

B) It acted to defend the ruling position of
the aristocracy.

C) It began a process of industrializing
Britain's textile industry.

D) It updated Britain's army with the same
mechanics as the French Revolutionary
army.

E) It changed the monarchy's role to ensure
aristocratic supremacy over the monarchy.

11. How did the Tory government in England
respond to the French Revolution at home?

A) navy was powerful enough to allow it to
upset the balance of power on the
European continent

B) had passed a series of reactionary laws
and appeared on the road to an
authoritative state

C) reformed its parliamentary election process
greatly and was for the first time allowed
most male residents to vote

D) long economic depression was reaching an
end as the industrial revolution reached its
peak

E) was on the verge of losing all of its
colonies due to its lack of naval power to
guard them

12. Which statement best describes how England
was headed as of 1820? England(s)

A) designed to stop France’s domination of
the European continent

B) passed by a reactionary Tory
government to aid the aristocracy

C) created with the intent of spurring the
economy out of depression

D) written in order to build up the English
colonies with modern industry

E) allowed to pass by the legislature, but
vetoed by the King

13. The Corn Laws and Coercion Acts of 1817 were
similar in that both were acts

A) did not have a powerful army
B) pursued a gradual reform policy
C) had no monarchy
D) was allied with the United States
E) could not control continental affairs

14. Britain was unlike the other Quintuple Alliance
powers in that it



A) wanted to prevent Metternich from
restoring Spain’s colonies

B) believed it was the only nation that could
the interfere in the Americas militarily

C) thought America would lower its tariffs on
British goods

D) preserved the spirit of cooperation that
existed between America and Britain since
the end of the Revolution

E) needed to ensure there was no naval threat
to them from both sides of the Atlantic

15. Great Britain suggested the idea for the Monroe
Doctrine to America because it

A) felt that a strong United States would help
it as a military ally

B) wanted a commercial monopoly with the
former Spanish South American
colonies

C) prevented France from making an attempt
to retake the Louisiana Purchase

D) thought Spain would try to restore its
colonies through force

E) believed the United States would reward it
with exclusive rights to Southern cotton

16. England supported the Monroe Doctrine
because she

A) Austria B) England
C) Prussia D) Russia
E) France

17. The country which ended the Congress system
in Europe because it did not support the
interference in the domestic affairs of nation
states was

A) the empire was made up of many small
disparate ethnic groups

B) the empire bordered on many countries and
had increasing external opposition

C) the empire had several internal
revolutionary figures who rose up in 1815
and 1830

D) the empire was at war throughout his reign
and he needed to maintain discipline in the
ranks

E) the empire needed complete unity in order
to defeat Napoleon

18. Prince Metternich was forced to adhere to
reactionary policies to keep the Austrian Empire
together because

A) begin the process of the unification of
Germany, bringing together Prussia and
Saxony

B) root out subversive ideas in newspapers
and universities

C) end the Quadruple Alliance which had
governed Europe for over a decade

D) destroy France's military and take the
provinces of Alsace and Lorraine

E) continue his policies of suppressing
revolution outside of Germany

19. Prince Metternich's Carlsbad Decrees served to

A) the reemergence of Protestantism in the
nineteenth century

B) repression of liberalism and revolution
C) the resurgence in Eastern European power

over continental affairs
D) entangling alliances which would help

cause World War I
E) the Protestant dominance of Eastern

Europe which would help bring about the
Thirty Years' War

20. The Holy Alliance signed by Russia, Prussia,
and Austria became a symbol of



A) keep tariffs high and thus allow each of the
member states to profit

B) prevent domestic disturbances and
revolution in the states

C) spur industrial growth in Austria and
Prussia

D) allow the German states together to
dominate Europe militarily

E) force England to ship goods to the
continent

21. The purpose of the post-Napoleon German
Confederation was to

A) was incompetent, and if the masses knew
more, he would be forced to leave office

B) saw that Germany was home to a host of
ethnicities who would all want
independence

C) believed that the Austrian empire would
not be able to continue the industrial
revolution under a liberal government

D) thought Germans would not fight for
themselves unless forced to do so

E) worried that Germans would flee to other
nations if they were allowed

22. Prince Metternich was particularly worried
about the forces of liberalism in Germany
because he

A) it was unsuccessful in quelling revolution
within Europe

B) the rise of France required all of the
members to make different decisions

C) the members could not agree on
decisions

D) German unification upset the European
balance of power

E) the European powers all supported the
independence of Greece

23. The Congress system in Europe was short lived
because

A) prevent war on the European continent
B) encourage the spread of the industrial

revolution
C) preserve the political status quo
D) keep France from becoming a major power
E) continue the practice of serfdom

24. The main goal of the Concert of Europe was to

A) Congress of Berlin
B) Concert of Europe
C) Congress of Vienna
D) Conference of Paris
E) London Commission

25. The Quadruple Alliance’s method of controlling
Europe was known as the

A) supporting landowner demands with
armed force

B) supplying low-priced goods for the Irish
peasants

C) sheltering the aristocracy within England
D) granting free crops to the farmers in

exchange for land
E) tightening military control over the island

26. Great Britain responded to the Irish potato
famine by

A) potato B) cotton
C) wheat D) rye
E) rice

27. In the early nineteenth century, which crop did
Irish peasants depend on?

A) France's revolution of 1848 succeeded
B) the Tory government decided to side

with the Whigs for reform
C) the Concert of Europe disbanded
D) the people rallied at the London Exposition
E) use of the railroad became widespread

28. England finally turned to full-fledged reform of
its trade system in the mid-nineteenth century
when



A) The Chartists were successfully in
achieving universal suffrage.

B) The Chartists were partially successful in
achieving their goal of expanding suffrage.

C) The Chartists were largely unsuccessful
in achieving their goals.

D) The Chartists were able to achieve wage
increases, but not universal suffrage.

E) The Chartists were most successful in
ending child labor practices.

29. Which is accurate about the success of the
Chartist movement?

A) the economic distress of workers
B) the July Revolution in France
C) the aristocratic takeover of the House of

Commons
D) the refusal to grant the vote to middle-class

merchants
E) the Congress of Vienna

30. The Chartist movement was inspired by

A) aristocratic liberals
B) working class radicals
C) artisan liberals
D) aristocratic conservatives
E) peasant conservatives

31. The Whig Party in early nineteenth century
Europe was known as

A) The Bill was reform minded but may no
real changes.

B) The Bill added an immense amount of
new votes.

C) The Bill was passed by a reactionary
House of Commons to avoid any further
reform.

D) The Bill was passed only when the Whigs
agreed to go forward.

E) The Bill was passed, but turned over within
ten years of its passage.

32. What was the impact of the Reform Bill of 1832
on British politics?

A) England had lost its colonies
B) of popular outcry for reform
C) revolution in France had forced the Tory

government to act
D) the House of Commons threatened to take

military action
E) factory owners demanded change

33. The conservative House of Lords and King of
England were convinced to reform Parliament
in the early nineteenth century because

A) lowered working hours
B) a six day work week
C) the abolition of child labor
D) universal suffrage
E) the ability to import cheap goods

34. The primary demands of the Chartists was

A) allowing peasants to own their own land
B) eliminating rotten voting districts
C) dismantling ineffective factories
D) regulating the safety conditions in factories
E) enacting universal suffrage

35. The Great Reform Bill in Britain was
instrumental in

A) was forced to liberalize due to the
oncoming industrial revolution

B) younger Tories felt that the older Tories
were leading the country away from its
liberal traditions

C) measures were mostly adopted to the war
with Napoleon; when it was over, the laws
were repealed

D) legislature was able to achieve crucial
superiority over King George IV

E) was no longer able to hold back its
revolutionary peasant population

36. After passing a series of repressive laws in the
early nineteenth century, England did not
continue in that direction because it(s)



A) was successful in repressing any real threat
to power

B) had slowly reformed thus avoiding the
revolutionary fervor of other countries

C) had did not have the aristocracy and royal
history other nations had

D) had sent the dissatisfied elements of its
society to its colonies

E) industrialized before the other powers

37. Unlike many of the other major countries,
England did not experience any major revolts in
the first half of the nineteenth century primarily
because it

A) reforming its criminal code
B) refusing to support the Congress System
C) releasing its colonies
D) repealing religious restrictions on

Parliament election
E) updating its prison system

38. In the early nineteenth century, England
reformed in all of the following ways EXCEPT

A) France’s constitution was liberalized to
grant more voting rights

B) democrats and social reformers were left
bitterly disappointed

C) the aristocracy was fully executed a
counter revolution in France

D) Quadruple Alliance forces were sent to
crush the revolt

E) Louis Philippe was unable to hold onto the
throne for more than a year

39. After the French revolution of 1830

A) consolidate the gains of the liberal
constitution of 1815

B) raise tariffs on industrial goods
C) eliminate voting by the factory workers

and peasants
D) restore the monarchy to its traditional

position of control
E) allow peasants to have more of a say in

legislation

40. The goals of the upper middle class in the
French revolution of 1830 were to

A) the upper middle class tightened their
control of the government

B) France again went to war against Prussia to
regain territory it had lost at the Congress
of Vienna

C) the conservative aristocracy was able to
pass again some elements of feudalism

D) peasants had the right to receive a certain
ration of bread

E) suffrage was extended to everyone who
passed a small property requirement

41. One result of the Orleanist triumph in the
revolution of 1830 in France was that

A) peasants
B) aristocracy
C) Concert of Europe
D) middle class
E) factory workers

42. The French revolt in 1830 was engineered by
the

A) an enlightened monarchy with an aim of
passing a liberal constitution

B) an inept leader who involved France in
wars which again bankrupted the treasury

C) a true reactionary leader who attempted
to take away France’s liberal freedoms

D) a skillful King who steered France back
into being a major European power

E) a patron of the arts who encouraged and
retained the services of Delacroix and
Gericault

43. As opposed to Louis XVIII, Charles X of
France, who took the throne in 1824, was



A) European revolutions often followed the
lead of the French

B) France led Europe in artistic movements
since medieval times

C) industrialization and technology was led by
France

D) new techniques in military combat were
created by French generals

E) France was the most continually stable
nation in Europe

44. The statement “When France sneezes, Europe
catches cold” refers to the fact that

A) a republic was formed in France
B) revolutions sprung up throughout

Europe
C) a member of the Bourbon dynasty was

restored to the throne
D) the aristocracy controlled power
E) France ceased to be a major military power

in Europe

45. One effect of the July Revolution in France was
that

A) was just as socially conservative
B) could not hold on to France’s colonial

interests
C) needed a bigger military to survive
D) upset the conservative order in England
E) quickly fell to royalist interests

46. Although the July Monarchy of Louis Philippe
was politically more liberal than the restoration
government, it

A) Aristocracy B) Clergy
C) Peasants D) Factory workers
E) Bourgeoisie

47. The July Monarchy of Louis Philippe helped
most which class?

A) England attempted to invade France’s
colonies

B) France helped put down the revolution in
Spain

C) Charles X attempted to end the power of
the legislature

D) Louis XVIII abdicated the throne
E) the French peasants stormed the palace

48. Revolution began in France in 1830 after

A) constitutional monarchy
B) a republic
C) a monarchy
D) authoritarianism
E) a military dictatorship

49. After the revolution of 1830 in France, Adolph
Theirs steered the government towards

A) Austrian Empire
B) Ottoman Empire
C) Russians
D) Holy Roman Empire
E) Kingdom of the Two Sicilies

50. Before their revolution, the Greeks were
dominated by the

A) they were infatuated with ancient Greek
culture and learning

B) Turkish atrocities toward the Greeks
C) sympathy with the Greeks' religion
D) opportunity to take territory from the

Ottoman Empire
E) the desire to feed Greek nationalism

51. The powers of Europe supported the Greek
revolution for all of the following reasons
EXCEPT

A) Low wages
B) Extremely unsafe conditions
C) Child labor practices
D) Monotonous activity in the workplace
E) Forced work on Sundays

52. Reformers first moved to change which aspect
of the factory system?



A) they did not actually have as much
purchasing power

B) they worked more hours
C) they were often forced to live outside the

city
D) they had to spend nearly all their money to

feed their families
E) they could not leave their country of origin

53. Although factory workers saw rising wages after
1850, compared to their work before the
industrial revolution

A) growing power of nationalism in
European affairs

B) increasing support for liberalism on the
continent

C) new threat posed by a powerful Russia
D) unification of the Eastern powers versus

the Western powers
E) power regained by the French after the

Congress of Vienna

54. The decisions made by the great powers in the
Greek Revolution demonstrated the

A) Italian Revolution
B) Monroe Doctrine
C) Spanish Revolution
D) English reform movement
E) Greek Revolution

55. The Concert of Europe powers split most
dramatically on the matter of the

A) split due to conflicting interests,
responding separately

B) attempted to crush the revolution but were
unsuccessful because they had too many
problems to attend to elsewhere

C) at first attempted to stop the rebellion, then
supported the revolution in hopes of
territorial gain

D) supported the revolution because it was a
national rather than a liberal revolution

E) supported the revolution because it would
allow Russia and Austria to take over the
territory occupied by the Ottoman Empire

56. What was the reaction of the Quintuple Alliance
powers to the Greek revolution? The powers

A) European tension over keeping the
balance of power intact increased.

B) Greece was able to achieve a quick and
almost bloodless national revolution.

C) Russia was able to acquire many of the
Eastern European territories of the empire.

D) Spain was able to avoid losing many of its
colonial possessions.

E) Italian nationalism was fueled by uniting
against the empire.

57. What was one effect of the weakness of the
Ottoman Empire in the early nineteenth
century?

A) Spain
B) Austria
C) The Ottoman Empire
D) Russia
E) Sweden

58. The weakness of which nation-state which
controlled Greece in the early nineteenth
century led to tension over the balance of
power?

A) quickly supported by the major powers
B) led by the peasants rather than by the

bourgeoisie
C) a nationalist rather than a liberal

revolution
D) undone by the treasonous efforts of the

revolutionaries themselves
E) a precursor to a major war on the European

continent

59. The Greek Revolution of the 1820s was
different than Spanish and Italian revolutions of
the same time period in that it was

A) Spain B) France
C) Poland D) Italy
E) Germany

60. Liberal and nationalist revolutions were crushed
easily by Metternich and other Concert of
Europe powers in all of the following nations
EXCEPT



A) monarchy
B) constitutional monarchy
C) enlightened despotism
D) military dictatorship
E) republic

61. The Belgians formed which type of government
after their 1830 revolution?

A) Belgium B) The Netherlands
C) Germany D) Italy
E) Poland

62. Which country conducted a successful national
revolution in 1830?

A) was crushed quickly by the Tsar
B) succeeded briefly but was destroyed by

internal strife
C) turned Tsar Nicolas I towards more liberal

policies
D) drove Russia to begin the Crimean War
E) created a revolt for Polish Independence

63. The Decembrist Revolt

A) peasants against feudal practices still in
existence

B) military officers against the change in
succession to a more conservative Tsar

C) urban workers against the practices of
forcing workers to work seven days a week

D) the aristocracy against a new more liberal
regime

E) the bourgeoisie against new economic
practices which would not allow them to
trade freely

64. The Decembrist Revolt in Russia was a revolt
by the

A) granted several new liberal reforms
B) supported the Greek Revolution
C) became the most reactionary monarch

in Europe
D) freed the serfs
E) fought France and England in the Crimean

War

65. Partially due to the Decembrist Revolt, Tsar
Nicolas I

A) was nearly successful in changed the line
of succession among Tsars

B) protested the fact that the incoming Tsar
was too liberal

C) was led by the aristocracy rather than
by the peasants

D) planted the seeds for a revolution later
E) forced the Tsar to make needed liberal

reforms

66. The Decembrist Revolt was unique among
Russian rebellions up to that time because it

A) missionaries sent to the Americans to
convert Native Americans to Christianity

B) explorers who discovered new regions in
the Americas for Spain

C) revolutionaries who helped turn over
Spanish rule in Latin America

D) democrats who brought the first republic to
Spain

E) artists of the baroque style during the
seventeenth century

67. Jose San Martin and Bernardo O’Higgins were
both



Answer Key
Conservatism Liberalism Nationalism

1. C
2. A
3. B
4. A
5. B
6. D
7. A
8. B
9. E
10. C
11. B
12. B
13. B
14. B
15. A
16. B
17. B
18. A
19. B
20. B
21. B
22. B
23. C
24. C
25. B
26. A
27. A
28. B
29. C
30. A
31. A
32. B
33. B
34. D
35. B

36. B
37. B
38. B
39. B
40. A
41. A
42. D
43. C
44. A
45. B
46. A
47. E
48. C
49. A
50. B
51. E
52. C
53. B
54. A
55. E
56. A
57. A
58. C
59. C
60. B
61. B
62. A
63. A
64. B
65. C
66. C
67. C


